CUTS and SCRAPE

1. "I had a burn on my arm. I dropped a curling iron on the inside of my arm and after three days, it was so infected it had a huge red ring around it. I heard the Tuesday night conference call where somebody had applied transfer factors to a burn, so I thought I would try it. I put the transfer factors with some water and, the next day it had a little scab on it. I had two spots on my face that looked like they were precancerous, they hurt to touch, one was red, one was sort of grayish brown. They'd been there about six months. Well, I put water on it, then I dotted the transfer factors on there. The next day, I didn't pay attention, I just left it on there. I don't know if it peeled off or what, but I looked in the mirror that afternoon and they weren't there anymore. I couldn't even figure out where they were. I don't know what happened to them. I had a wart on the top of my hand. I put it on. In three days, the wart was gone. I couldn't believe it. So it works really well topically." Pat T.

2. "In January 2000, I got real sick and started hemorrhaging all over. Along with other infections, I was diagnosed with AML, a type of leukemia. I was shipped to MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas. My wife brought me a marketing magazine and I saw the company ad and looked into it. After a couple of weeks of background look on the product, I decided to take it. My blood work was starting to stabilize after a week or so, and my platelets were even getting steady, though my spleen was eating them rapidly. They took out my spleen and that was also stabilized. I consumed maybe 4-5 bottles of enhanced transfer factors in three months. On April 20, 2000, I was released from my doctor's care. He said I am now considered a success case because no leukemia is found and all of my counts are clean." Leroy R.

3. "My mother experienced a very excruciating death from an aggressive form of ovarian cancer. I was only in my early teens and she was 32 years old. Her sister died of this cancer. We have a very strong genetic tendency toward cancer. I have feared this all of my life. In December of 2000 I had a tumor 10+ inches in diameter removed and immediately went on chemotherapy. Since my mother was a vitamin freak and still died, I wasn't that big on nutrition. My dad talked me into going on enhanced transfer factors. My oncologist was very impressed with how strong my immune system stayed throughout my chemotherapy. I know there is not way to scientifically prove it, but I really feel that my strengthened immune system made the difference between what happened to my mother and her sister, and myself. Now in February of 2001 I am alive and well." Angelia Howard

4. "I was diagnosed with a level 3 Melanoma 13th June 2001 after my GP removed a mole from my back..."
Friday 8th June 2001. I proceeded to take 8 TF Plus a day. My GP referred me to a specialist for an appointment on Monday 18th June and at the appointment he proceeded to inform me of the severity of the problem and that there were dangerous cells still in the area of the removed mole going by the Pathology report. He said that with technology that is available today he can determine the area that had to be removed and had to book me into Hospital to remove a sizable chunk from my back to reduce the chance of further problems. I was to be admitted to Hospital the very next morning. Now comes the interesting part, I have had the stitches removed Friday 6th July 2001 and the Doctor sat me down after removing the stitches and said that I was to see him every 3 months as a precaution but was at a loss to explain the Pathology results. The results came back all clear, NO DANGEROUS CELLS TO BE FOUND !! I'm so thankful for finding 4Life Research and in particular the Professional Networkers Team, because I truly believe that we have a product that can, and will change peoples lives. What has come out of this experience for me is a determination to promote the products to as many people as I can because I truly believe that by helping people to experience a better healthy life I have succeeded in what we are all put on this earth to do, Help others and our lives will be fulfilled." Paul Simpson

5. "I spoke with 2 of my friends whose fathers are undergoing chemotherapy and taking the transfer factors. Both gentlemen, upon running out of transfer factors, became ill, one with pneumonia, and the other with a cold that ran him down. They promised to keep transfer factors available." Bianca L.

6. "I have been helping a bed-ridden 44-year-old woman with lyme disease who has been in bed for the last 7 years. They have had her on long term antibiotics for 8 months now without improvement. Her mom put her on TF Plus (nine per day) two weeks ago and she told her mom today that she is feeling better already! I also heard from a friend of mine regarding her father. He has a rare form of leukemia and is too old for chemo. In February, they told her to take him home and keep him comfortable. They gave him 2-3 months to live. My friend called me and we started him on 12 TF Plus and a few other things. He is doing so well now that the blood blisters on his arms are clearing up and he is out and about. The doctors have finally started asking him what he is doing. He is telling everyone!" Kristie Barringer

7. "I am associated with Bob Fedorowytsch and Dr Stephen Hardy (Stephen is my sponsor) I am also looking very forward to seeing people get well - my friend David who was with me asked you some information about his brother - Lymphoma - he has had his first lot of chemo and is home a working in his shed - says he feel the best he has felt for a long time - he is now on 6 enhanced transfer factors per day. Thank-you so much for taking time with David - you gave him so much hope and he has passed that on already to others. Love is so powerful and magnetic and so patiently quiet, you are indeed that. I have had excellent health for many years due to my healing - but recently met with trauma - and found myself manifesting a huge Fibroid - this has not been pleasant - but brought me back to the reality of what it is like to be sick. I am on 6 enhanced transfer factors daily waiting on Genistein and going onto Raw Food only diet - and have finally found a doctor who is prepared to monitor my progress with what I am doing. That is not easy as many doctors have such a lousy attitude to Natural remedies. So I decided to go in head first after seeing two other Doctors who left me no option but to "go mad" and said to this guy - I have seen two other doctors and I feel like I am going to go mad - if you don't help me I will go mad. He listened, and that was the beginning. I would now suggest to anyone wanting assistance with Doctors is not to ask - but indeed to demand the service they are supposed to give, after all aren't they in the industry of health. But the good news is - I had my first lot of tests one week after taking 4 enhanced transfer factors per day all tests are showing great - including immune system function - I feel that without the enhanced transfer factors I would indeed be struggling at this point as I have a large Fibroid and without my healing abilities to reduce pain and discomfort possibly could have found myself having surgery by now. So we will persist and continue to seek the answers to this challenge I have been presented with. Interesting enough it was this challenge that motivated me to sell my home on the South Coast (90Km from Adelaide) and move back to Adelaide where I am planning to concentrate on helping more people." Heather

8. "When I was diagnosed with chronic lymphocytic Leukemia and my white cell count 29,000 per milliliter. Chemotherapy is recommended at white cells are at 40,000 per milliliter, and since starting transfer factors it has decreased gradually to 23,500." Monte R.
9. "Last summer I was diagnosed with [a serious chronic condition] at the age of 74. I started on transfer factors and was able to keep my energy levels up between chemotherapy sessions. I even have had less cold sores. A couple of months ago, the doctor told me I had made a complete recovery from my [condition]. the doctors think it's a miracle but they believe the transfer factors may have had something to do with it. I am so thankful." Rose W.

10. Having had a long naval career as an aviation & ship command specialist and a typically Australian "life in the sun", Keith suffered badly with solar keratosis - or skin cancer - until adopting a daily regimen of Transfer Factor Plus (TF Plus) and more recently, TF Plus Advanced Formula. Since that time, all his skin cancer has disappeared and people comment on how smooth and healthy his skin appears. Ineke's immediate family had a history of cancer and she started on Transfer Factor to rule out the possible emergence of this in her own body. We both use the 4Life Choice 50 powerful antioxidant to scourage free radicals from our bodies and rely on Transfer Factor Spray as a first line of oral protection, especially when travelling. We cannot recommend these products too highly since they can harm nobody and yet produce almost miraculous results in people's lives. We think they are a gift from God--Keith & Ineke Callins.

11. "I know a woman who is enduring chemotherapy. Since she began to take transfer factors she feels better and there is an added quality to her life." Rick B.

12. "I am 37 years old, and two months ago I was diagnosed with papillary thyroid cancer. The pathologist said that he was 95% sure that I had papillary thyroid cancer. Well, I didn't believe him. So he gave the results to two other pathologists on blind study who confirmed that indeed I did have cancer. I was already following a nutritional program, so on top of that I started taking one transfer factors three time a day and two enhanced transfer factors three times a day. I took those on top of my baseline nutritional program for two solid weeks before my operation. They removed the entire thyroid and they could not find any cancer whatsoever. By the way, I have the lab results saying that I had cancer, and the follow-up lab results stating that I don't have cancer. I am really happy with the results." Carlos P.

13. "My husband had been battling cancer for about 2 years now and his prognosis was not good. He's had cancer for several years prior to being diagnosed, and wasn't really expected to survive. He's endured two rounds of chemo, and his cancer returned in 6 months. He had to go for more chemo that was even more grueling than his first treatment and it completely devastated his immune system. He was ill all the time and continued to experience symptoms of his illness, including bleeding from the portion of the tumor that was not able to be surgically removed, as well as overall body pain and fatigue. Within 24 hour of starting enhanced transfer factors he said he felt just a dramatic increase in his energy level and a diminished body pain. And within 72 hours of taking enhanced transfer factors his bleeding had stopped. The most exciting thing of all is that his tumor has started to shrink and he has been on transfer factors only since this past August and he is now in his 11 month of being cancer free. The only set back that we have had is when we ran out of enhanced transfer factors and his bleeding started up right away again. Within 24 hours of restarting the enhanced transfer factors, the bleeding stopped and we decided that we would never be without this miracle product again. We have put our children on it. I am pregnant and taking transfer factors. My daughter's allergies have vanished and no one has had a cold or sniffle or anything since we started this. It really is a fabulous product and I encourage everyone to get on it and get your kids on it." Sharon S.

14. "In July of 2002, my father was diagnosed with lung cancer (very small, not spreading). His age is 82 years. Immediately, my mother and I put him on transfer factors, and taking 10 per day. The day of his surgery on 9/3/2002, my father was concerned that he would die. However, he survived and after 4 days in the hospital the doctors were amazed of his recovery being his age. He continued to take transfer factors, but reduced the amount between 1-2 per day. Last week, my father had an annual physical with the surgeon, and he said "You are in better health than a man half your age." The doctor was totally amazed how his recovery was happening. To all, using transfer factors helped him as well as having faith and trust in God, and having a positive mind." Lynn

15. "I have suffered from cancer in my throat. The last time I visited my radiologist he exclaimed "What have you been doing for your throat, it looks wonderful." I am so thankful for enhanced transfer factors. I
believe it is a lifesaver." James McDonald

16. "My secretary has had 3 major cancer surgeries, and, as a result, was sleepy and rundown, yet 48 hours after starting transfer factors she is energetic and able to function." Manley L.

17. "I am 26 years old. A while back I found a lump in my breast. It was hard and didn't hurt. My mother had breast cancer along with two of her sisters. They did an ultra-sound test and a mammogram. I was scheduled to go in for biopsy. I started on transfer factors. When I when in for the biopsy I happened to check my chest again and there was no lump. The doctor came into the room and I told him that the lump seemed to be gone. He checked me over and then sent me back for another ultra-sound test and mammogram. No lump! I am not sure if it was the prayer, transfer factors or both but I am so relieved." Susie Blaszczak

18. "May 23, 2004 To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing this dialog as a testimony to the truthfulness and the efficacy of Transfer Factor Plus.

December - 1999 started chemotherapy and Transfer Factor up to 25 capsules a day.
February - 2000 diagnosed with E-Coli (ESHERICHIA COLI)- Was given Vancomyacin strongest antibiotic known to man. If the E-coli doesn?t kill you the Vancomyacin will.
March - 2000- After 3 months my cancer could not be found. Dropped to 5-7 capsules of Transfer Factor Plus a day.
Chemotherapy once a week through May 05, 2000. ( Chose to quit chemotherapy after 5months doctors could not find cancer.)
July - 2000 hip replacement due to chemo eating bone away from original hip replacements - doctor inserted Sulzer Acetabulum recalls- left side
January - 2001 hip replacement - left side -doctor replaces recall cup - acetabulum with another recalled cup-acetabulum.
April- 2001 hip replacement - right side inserts another recalled cup - acetabulum
December - 2002 hip surgery left side
January - 2003 hip surgery last of the recalls
As to this date May 24 , 2004 I am Cancer Free It will have been 5yrs." Jay Watts

19. "I am honored to have a moment to tell you something that I think is miraculous. I know that?s a very powerful word, but I believe it! I?m very cognizant because of three automobile accidents as well as a near death experience, that the most important thing we have is our legacy. I count this as a chance to leave a moment of a legacy. One year ago, my mother was diagnosed with throat cancer. It was on her larynx, in her tongue and in her throat. The prognosis at first was to cut out her tongue, then they would cut out her voice box, accelerate an advanced form of chemotherapy and then add radiation to that. My mother opted to not do that. She decided instead to use the radiation and the chemotherapy to fight with all she could. I can tell you that after 4 days of being on transfer factors she immediately got up. She?d not been able to go anywhere. We had been carting her to the hospital and her doctor and she has been under 3 oncologists? care since April of last year. On day 4 she decided that she was strong enough and we took her to a choir concert. Transfer factors changed her life. She has been on transfer factors for three weeks, and she has been able to get up and cook for us like she had not been able to do for a year. Her words were, 'What a great blessing to be up and cooking for my family again.' At the time I heard about this product, I was in an accelerated plan with another company. I dropped everything and everyone thought I went stark raving mad. I felt almost impelled to tell everybody, with a passion that I'd never had before. I want my friends to be well, I want my family to have health and I want my children to have the economic growth." - Gaye L.

20. I would like to share with you about two people who have cancer and have recently started taking transfer factors. One has cancer of the colon, recently diagnosed but needed to have surgery done unexpectedly. She was told she has metastasis into the liver and lungs, so that she had to undergo chemotherapy. About five days prior to starting chemotherapy, I had her started on enhanced transfer factors for 6-8 capsules per day. She immediately felt better the first day. She says she makes sure she also takes the enhanced transfer factors
between 2-3 am because that is the time the cancer cells are most active. She had chemotherapy, but reported she has never felt any ill effect of the chemo. She is almost out of her 2nd bottle, so that she is only taking about 4 per day now. Today is her 3rd day back to work. She looks great and vibrant and she says she feels great and the transfer factors must be doing something good for her. Most of all she is thankful to God.

The second one had chemotherapy, but was unable to tolerate the chemo, so he had to stop taking it. He has advance cancer of the pancreas. He just started taking enhanced transfer factors and he felt better quickly. His doctor suggested that he take 12 capsules of enhanced transfer factors per day because he was so sick to start with. He quickly ran out of transfer factors, so I asked him to lower his intake so he could make it to his next order. He got sick when he was down to his last two capsules. He says he is so much better now after he received his second bottle and he is taking six per day. He is most especially thankful to God. - Bob Gardner, Support Professionals

21. I am 37 years old, and two months ago I was diagnosed with papillary thyroid cancer. The pathologist said that he was 95% sure that I had papillary thyroid cancer. Well, I didn't believe him. So he gave the results to two other pathologists on blind study who confirmed that indeed I did have cancer. I was already following a nutritional program, so on top of that I started taking one capsule of transfer factors three time a day and two capsules of enhanced transfer factors three times a day. I took those on top of my baseline nutritional program for two solid weeks before my operation. They removed the entire thyroid and they could not find any cancer whatsoever. By the way, I have the lab results saying that I had cancer, and the follow-up lab results stating that I don't have cancer. I am really happy with the results." - Carlos Peacher

22. "I'm a 49-year-old woman and my cancer started when I was 17 years of age. And today I can finally say thank you to God and for giving me back my life. In February of 1999, I was diagnosed with cancer once again and this time it was in my lungs. I had decided not to take chemotherapy. I had already had two bouts of it aggressively and I did not want it any more. I opted not to take any of the cancer drugs. Then the cancer decided to attack my bones and spine. In September, the doctors told me that my days were very limited. I had heard about transfer factors, and in October I had started taking them. My normal days consisted of 18 hours in bed. Walking and eating were very difficult for me. I ran high fevers constantly, with vomiting maybe 8 to 10 times a day. I had started taking transfer factors and enhanced transfer factors in October. Linda Holston and Dr. Rob worked together and they said to start out on three capsules of transfer factors and two capsules of enhanced transfer factors, which I did. I began to see an immediate improvement, then when we received the press release from Dr. See, regarding the increase of NK cells; I bumped up the dosage. I became ill again and Dr. Rob said to cut back down. I went back down and decided to increase daily, which I did. November 18, 1999, I went to the doctor and I received a phone call that evening telling me that every x-ray and every blood count test that they took was completely normal, and there were no signs of cancer. I asked him if he was sure that it was my test and he said yes, and that everything had been tested four times by three different doctors. Today, I have my life, my family and my son is going to have a mother that he is going to be able to grow up with. I thank transfer factors and all of the doctors for everything that they have done, and I advise anyone who has any type of disease to get on transfer factors and enhanced transfer factors immediately. And for children, keep them on transfer factors just as an extra protection with so many disease around." - Mary L.

23. "My name is Dena Guidice, and I want to share with you how transfer factors have saved my life. In November of 1998, I was diagnosed with lung cancer. At that time, my team of doctors recommended that the best course of treatment for my cancer would be to perform radiation and chemotherapy simultaneously. I got started with both treatments immediately and was given the highest dosages of treatment possible. Over the next 90 days, I suffered from all of the normal side effects including weakness, vomiting, hair loss and severe weight loss. My radiation and chemo treatments ended late February 1999. On March 25, 1999, I went in for surgery (as planned), and the doctors removed a tumor from my right lung along with the top 1/3 of my lung, and three sections of my ribs. The surgery went very well, and the doctors believed that they had successfully removed all of the cancer from my body. After my surgery, I went through an additional 12 weeks of chemotherapy from May to July 1999, as a 'safety measure.' It was during this time that my body became so weak that all I could do was sleep and lie in bed all day. I lost all of my hair at this point, and my fingernails and teeth became so brittle I started to lose them as well. I lost my appetite completely and got to
the point where I weighted only 88 pounds. Even as sick as I was in the summer, I was still hopeful that by fall I would get stronger after the chemotherapy was out of my system. My hope was short lived, however. In August, I found a lump under my left arm. After another surgery to remove that tumor, the test confirmed that I had malignant lymphatic cancer (cancer of the lymph nodes) and that the cancer was all over my whole body. At that point in time, my team of doctors told me there was nothing they could do for me. I had stage 4 (final stage) cancer and I had a maximum of 4 to 6 months to live. They told me to do everything I've always wanted to do in my life within the next 45-60 days because after that, I would be much too weak and too sick to do anything whatsoever. By this time, I was convinced that I was going to die - especially since the doctors had never seen a person live beyond 8 months, in my condition with my kind of cancer. At this point, I shared the devastating news with my kids, and we all took a trip to Hawaii. In my own mind, I knew that this would be my ?farewell trip.? I had given up every ounce of hope, and I had mentally prepared myself to die. It was at this time (1st week in October) that my son finally convinced me to start taking transfer factors. In my mind, I was 100% convinced that it wouldn?t do anything for me, but nonetheless, I started taking 6 enhanced transfer factors and 6 capsules of regular transfer factors every day. Within 30 days, I started to feel a little stronger and regained my appetite, but still believed in my mind that my life was soon to be over. I kept taking the product. By January 2000, about 90 days after starting on transfer factors, I found myself even stronger and had gained 7 pounds. I continued taking transfer factors every day. It?s now been 7 months since I started taking transfer factors (May 2000). I?ve now gained a total of 26 pounds and feeling healthier than I?ve felt in over 2 years. I just went to see my doctor 2 weeks ago, and he said that, I?m a 'living miracle' and that I have no signs of cancer. Transfer factors have not only saved my life; they have given me hope for tomorrow and the years ahead."

24. "Diagnosed with prostate cancer including a tumor in February 1996, I took several products containing the following ingredients: Pine Bark Extract, Grape Seed Extract, Vitamins, Minerals, aloe vera, transfer factors, soy isoflavones, and essential fatty acids. The tumor disappeared. My doctor is baffled. I undergo tests every 6 months and feel wonderful. I am 70 years young." L. B., California

25. "I.D. is an 11-year-old with a complex leukemia history. He was diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic leukemia at age 2 with a relapse several years after chemotherapy. Next came a bone marrow transplant and THREE more relapses after the transplant. To add insult to injury, the last relapse was diagnosed as Acute Myeloblastic Leukemia, a VERY difficult cancer to treat. On to a very toxic course of chemotherapy and a slow definitive road to remission, ID was started on transfer factors initially at month 5 of chemotherapy to help support his immune function and hopefully, reduce the chances of infectious complications. Enhanced transfer factors were added two months later. His oncologist (my medical partner) has been very pleased and impressed with the results. First, ID 'breezed through his therapy' tolerating very low blood counts, with no febrile (or infectious) episodes, and always in very good spirits. When last seen in early 11/99, ID was 'thriving' and continues in full remission, with no infectious disease, enjoying a full life as a vigorous 11-year school kid. The 'way life should be.' How have transfer factors impacted this young man? They most likely spared him the life-threatening complications of infectious disease. It apparently improved his tolerance of a very toxic course of chemotherapy. And it may be helping him in his daily immune fight against relapse and infectious stresses. Unquestionably, the fact that ID is alive is a miracle, one dictated by a 'Higher Authority:' the quality of his life may just be because of immune boosting with company products And his spirit and his will to live. As reported by Dr. David Markowitz in Vol. I, Issue I of Quiet Victories newsletter

26. "I am a cancer physician. I primarily treat female cancer and certainly encourage my patients who are undergoing chemotherapy and radiation therapy to take transfer factors. They help to modulate the immune system. I have patients with chronic herpes infections who are taking transfer factors on a regular basis, and it is reducing the number of outbreaks." Dr. Duane Townsend has had more than 32 years of distinguished experience in the medical field. He pioneered a surgical technique for the treatment of pre-malignant disease of the uterine cervix. In addition, he has authored more than 90 scientific papers in peer review journals, as well as over 15 chapters in research books.

27. Special thanks to Ed Bernstein, Walter Davis and Mike Akin's. Reasons to follow:

My wife Suzi has a very bad cancer, as bad as a person can get. It started in her appendix (colon) and spread
to her liver, then to 22 spots on her spine and other bones. It is generally classified as Ando-Cancer or cancer oriented to glands as the source and the prognosis for this level on cancer is generally 6 months to 2 1/2 years. After the initial shock anyone gets when hit with a diagnosis such as this and we started to look at what the future might bring.

It was during this process, I set down and started thinking of all the products I have encountered in my search for health oriented multi-level businesses and remembered coming across this product called Trans factor. I then searched the Internet, located a 4-life web site and was lucky enough to be guided to a distributor named Walter Davis. I called Walter and with his tremendous product knowledge and unshakeable product belief I was convinced to make the decision to order "Trans Factor Plus" for Suzi to take. I wanted to get her on this product early, before she started chemotherapy and started with 2 bottle per month.

The cancer began gaining momentum, and Suzi's weight began to drop rapidly. I shared this with Walter and he thought it best to contact his upline Ed Bernstein for advice. This is when I met and began a on-going relationship with (in my mind) a great man. After spending over a hour speaking with Ed I learned even more on how Trans Factor worked. Due to the terrible beating Suzi's immune system was taking (high level chemo) and with this added info I decided to increase Suzi's level of TF+ to 12 a day. The path of her disease began to change almost immediately.

She had lost 60 pounds and though Suzi is not a small women she got to a low of 134 pounds----and stopped! The Doctor said that her immune system was staying amazingly strong and that he could keep her chemo at the maximum dose (this is unusual as the doctors normally adjust the dose down to fit a persons decreasing immune response) ) TF+ was making the difference in my mind. But now a new problem reared it's ugly head-----finances !

I don't think we are ever prepared for life threatening changes in our lives and let me tell you Suzi and I were no exception. We had health insurance and a comfortable income, but when disaster strikes and half your income stops, the health insurance goes away and medical bills mount, you world changes. I kept ordering TF+ but rapidly ran out of savings and credit cards. Finally I had to cut back on TF as I had simply no choice.

It was fate that the very day I had made this unwanted decision the Ed Bernstein called to check up on Suzi's progress. During the conversation I casually mentioned my financial problem with ordering the high level of TF+ and here is where The true colors of Ed Bernstein and his mentor Mike Akins took over.

Mr Akins is a very, very successful marketer and working within his success he decided to send 5 bottles of TF+ for Suzi to take to insure that she gets the battle strength level that will keep her immune system fighting this cancer at it's highest level. This is no small gesture as far as I am concerned. It is a deed that has lightened our load and here is the ongoing results that TF+ has brought:

Suzi's cancer is being controlled!

She had multiple small tumors in her lungs and they are gone, Her liver tumors are 30% smaller, the bone cancer is not growing and she has stopped losing weight and in fact has gained some 11 pounds. We now believe we have a fighting chance and this all started with Walter Davis, through Ed Bernstein leading to the great gift by Mike Akins.

I again thank all of you, my wife and I are blessed by God and three of his children.

I will follow this email up as Suzi continues to get better.

Bless you all,

Thomas & Suzi O'Keefe